HOUSING 2016

Kuhns’ Kourt Ages 5–12

500–1519

Metro Collection is specially
designed for extra hard use
and lots of play activities to
keep energetic kids engaged
and active. Durable steel and
aluminum components ensure
long wear and play with designs
to fit every space and budget.
Request the 2016 Buyer’s Guide for more
Metro Collection at Playworld.com/Catalogs

Melrose Place Ages 5–12
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500–1556

Hollywood Boulevard Ages 5–12

500–1554

Filbert Street Ages 2–5

350–1553

Broadway Ages 5–12

500–1557
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SIMPLE & SCALABLE
PROGRAM YOUR
PLAY AMENITIES

How it works

Creating a scalable, customized program
for your properties makes playground
selection simple, flexible and coordinated.
Identify Needs
Small

Invest and grow at your own pace.

Are there specific architectural
style or color considerations?
What size space? How many
users? What age ranges?
What budget?

Small, medium and large offerings suit a
range of budget and site specifications—
and can be expanded over time using
our integrated play components.

Design
We’ll design a playground
program for maximum
coordination and efficiency
across your properties—
with the size scalability and
add–on options you need for
maximum flexibility.

Medium

Implement

Large
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Include freestanding products in your program offering
as optional add-ons to provide owners with flexibility
while complementing your core playground design.

Every business model is
different. We’ll work with
you to develop the best way
to share this exciting new
opportunity with property
owners—flyers, brochures,
email, or even web assets.
Your dedicated sales rep
is available to assist with
questions and ordering.
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Early Childhood play helps young
children ages 5 and under learn
and develop physical, cognitive
and social skills.

Themed Playgrounds
spark imaginations and
conversations by providing
a familiar play context.

Request the 2016 Buyer’s Guide for more
Early Childhood playgrounds at Playworld.com/Catalogs.

Request the 2016 Buyer’s Guide for more
Themed playgrounds at Playworld.com/Catalogs.

Nature
Put a forest anywhere and let kids meet
up in a “tree-house”, explore a jungle, and
discover new things.

Fun Centers™
Wonderfully whimsical but designed for
fantastical fun. Eight designs and two color
palettes available to suit any budget or space.
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Activo® Bambino™

Home Dome

Open design with age-appropriate activities
provides hours of entertainment for little ones.
Four designs available in all colors.

Is it a climber or a play house? It’s both! Children can
play in, on and around it. Lots of details for added fun.
Select from our color palette to customize.

Nautical

Castle

Pirates hunting treasure, pilgrims headed to new
lands, or even Noah with a ship full of animals.

Fairy tales begin here as kids imagine dragons,
knights, princesses and ogres in far-away lands.
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Classic Playgrounds
combine favorite play
activities in new ways with
fresh colors and designs.

Modern Playgrounds with
sleek lines and open play
paths create a contemporary
feel and lots of interaction.

Request the 2016 Buyer’s Guide for more
Classic Playgrounds at Playworld.com/Catalogs.

Request the 2016 Buyer’s Guide for more
Modern Playgrounds at Playworld.com/Catalogs.

PlaySimple®
Budget-friendly playgrounds combine favorite
activities in 8 configurations. Available in 2
color palettes for easy ordering.

Activo®
Kids work off lots of energy in this open design
that packs plenty of play value into a small carbon
footprint. Easy to add to existing play areas.
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Challengers® & Playmakers®

Play Fundamentals

Nuvo™

PlayWeb®

Select from our predesigned playgrounds or
create a custom playground with your local
play consultant. Many options available.

These playgrounds offer a variety of activities
to fit any space, budget or design aesthetic.
Select color palettes available.

Rolling curves and swirls add a rounder, more
organic look and feel to your playspace with
fun climbers, slides, play panels and roofs.

Provides challenge and engagement for kids,
and a point of interest and differentiation for
potential residents. Available in three sizes.
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At the heart of Harbour Landing, a dino playground
provides a centerpiece of fun, educational play value.
It also helps to connect Harbour Landing to the larger
surrounding community—organizations such as the Royal
Saskatchewan Museum and the Saskatchewan Science
Centre have collaborated to create community events in
the prehistoric park for children and parents.
It shows how play value drives property value—creating
an attractive destination, a point of connection, and
most importantly, a thriving community.
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